GREKing 50 Must Solve Text Completion Questions
1. When the house on the corner burned down, the entire neighbourhood ______ together
to help to the victims re-establish their lives.
a. rallied
b. recited
c. skulked
d. disintegrated
e. expedited
2. Frederick the Great of Prussia was known for his (i) _________ under fire during his
military victories; however, when confronting issues of domestic policy, this equilibrium
sometimes failed him. He was often (ii) _________ with his ministers, who never knew
when they might be subjected to one of his tirades.
Blank (i)
intrepidity
cruelty
sangfroid

Blank (ii)
fascist
mercurial
vainglorious

3. The massage therapists ______ ﬁngers quickly eased the tension in Blanche’s back.
a. deft
b. furtive
c. listless
d. tentative
e. blithe
4. The club had been all male up until 1963, when it began to admit women, who now make
up more than 65 percent of the membership; hence, the female club president was both
annoyed and amused at an elderly male member’s (i) _________ suggestion that women be
shuffled off to (ii) _________ organization where they could play bridge and drink tea
without having to worry about serious issues.
Blank (i)
regressive
rustic
prudish

Blank (ii)
an incendiary
an auxiliary
a hierarchical
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5. Jade’s parents were in ______ about the decision not to allow her to drive the family car
to the prom; they both agreed that it would be unsafe.
a. afﬂuence
b. redress
c. refraction
d. discord
e. unison
6. Notwithstanding the mishmash of worn tools littering every surface of the artist’s studio,
the place exuded a certain sense of order manifest through the clutter; the decor was, if (i)
_________, (ii) _________.
Blank (i)
unkempt
dire
arduous

Blank (ii)
largely unsophisticated
positively callous
surprisingly deliberate

7. As she walked through the halls of her old grade school, Madeline became ______,
remembering her old friends and teachers.
a. proliﬁc
b. nostalgic
c. credulous
d. precocious
e. ambitious
8. Americans who were the first to fight fascism in Spain during the Spanish Civil War were
not allowed to join the US Army later, as their initiative led to the American government
labeling them “_________ anti-fascists,” and thus undesirable.
a. violent
b. erroneous
c. premature
d. prescient
e. communist
9. After being cleared of all charges for slander, the attorney was able to go back to work
and ______ his role as a prosecutor.
a. inhibit
b. reprimand
c. remand
d. resume
e. dissipate
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10. Because the superintendent was a (i) __________ rather than a professional plumber,
it’s no surprise that he proceeded mostly by (ii) _____________. Nor was it particularly
surprising when the new seals burst. The following week, (iii) _______ was hired to repair
the superintendent’s mistakes expediently.
Blank (i)
lummox
bureaucrat
layperson

Blank (ii)
rote
guesswork
numbers

Blank (iii)
a crack
an extortionate
a senescent

11. Ignacio’s pain was so ______ that he called 911.
a. remiss
b. rapacious
c. genteel
d. resolute
e. acute
12. Children who are recognized as preternaturally intelligent often go on to fulfill their
early promise, contrary to the stereotype of maladjusted _________ wasting their gifts.
a. prodigies
b. crackpots
c. misanthropes
d. dynamos
e. juveniles
13. The captain ______ the cargo to keep his ship aﬂoat.
a. rebuked
b. listed
c. disunited
d. ﬂanked
e. jettisoned
14. (i) __________ comprehension of the character of Italian wine is impeded not only by
labyrinthine complexities of vineyards and varietals, but also by fluctuations in
environmental conditions from year to year, which render even the most reliable vintages
subject to (ii) ___________.
Blank (i)
An exhaustive
A futile
An irredeemable

Blank (ii)
efficient taxonomy
remarkable variance
mitigating circumstances
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15. The teacher tried to ______ her class of their dependence on the number lines pasted to
the tops of their desks.
a. wane
b. wax
c. whet
d. wean
e. wield
16. A full account of the complexities of sleep, sought after by scientists, philosophers, and
mystics for millennia, continues to elude us. That we are still so ignorant about a topic so (i)
_________ to our daily lives is at once fascinating and (ii) _________.
Blank (i)
mysterious
obscure
pertinent

Blank (ii)
deeply humbling
fully impenetrable
totally blatant

17. The young girl was so full of enthusiasm and ______ that she infected the room with
energy.
a. languidness
b. apathy
c. vivacity
d. blandness
e. tenacity
18. If anthropologists reveal too much of their culture to the subjects of their (i) _________,
they risk the corruption of the sometimes fragile societies they seek to understand, as well
as other (ii) _________ that may appear incongruous with their task.
Blank (i)
objectivity
society
scrutiny

Blank (ii)
sequelae
inconsistencies
paradoxes

19. Ricky is a ______ of the local coffee shop; you can ﬁnd him there just about every
morning.
a. diva
b. relic
c. denizen
d. maverick
e. pariah
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20. Nora Ephron’s 1989 film, When Harry Met Sally, was more than a hit movie—for a
generation, it was a cultural ________ regarding the often fraught relations between men
and women.
a. rudder
b. bolster
c. touchstone
d. stanchion
e. cornerstone
21. The child danced with ______ joy at hearing the news that her father had arrived home
from his lengthy business trip.
a. staid
b. unbridled
c. stealthy
d. beneﬁcial
e. restrained
22. Even thrill-seeking visitors to amusement parks will avoid those attractions with a
reputation for real (i) _________, like those at the now-shuttered Action Park. These
patrons want not danger but its (ii) _________, a ride that (iii) _________ but is in fact
perfectly safe.
Blank (i)
peril
titillation
lavishness

Blank (ii)
complement
simulacrum
abettor

Blank (iii)
satisfies
mollifies
terrifies

23. Having never left the landlocked Midwest his entire life, Albert found that swimming in
the ocean was quite a(n) ______.
a. familiarity
b. extrovert
c. instinct
d. novelty
e. tabernacle
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24. The pair’s apparent antagonism could easily be written off as (i) ________ pure and
simple, but further scrutiny should render (ii) ________ the fact that the rivalry also confers
a fair amount of (iii) _________, insofar as it provides each an opportunity to derive
inspiration and motivation from the other.
Blank (i)
dissimulation
antipathy
flagrancy

Blank (ii)
useless
patent
spurious

Blank (iii)
worthless pride
mutual benefit
tacit disagreement

25. The rowdy crowd at the music concert ______ Herve, and he spilled his soda on his
pants.
a. jettisoned
b. harrowed
c. jostled
d. lauded
e. superceded
26. When he joked about his shortcomings as a husband, his humor grew too (i) _________
for our comfort, becoming so bitter and ironic that we found ourselves (ii) _________.
Blank (i)
frantic
mordant
choleric

Blank (ii)
disquieted
antipathetic
sanguine

27. Known for his strong command of the courtroom, it was common knowledge that Judge
Disantis considered outbursts from defendants to be ______.
a. questionable
b. objectionable
c. antisocial
d. pliable
e. visionary
28. The captain (i) ___________ (ii) ___________ for as long as he could, but eventually the
crew became frustrated with the small portions of mead and the dearth of plunder, and
decided to take matters into their own hands.
Blank (i)
dissuaded
warded off
depreciated

Blank (ii)
sea change
mutiny
putsch
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29. Blinded by ______, Nicholas accepted the job offer with the highest pay but the least
possibility of making him happy.
a. ennui
b. heresy
c. infamy
d. avarice
e. temperance
30. The danger of giving too many long and bombastic speeches while on the campaign trail
is that a politician can come off as __________ rather than eloquent.
a. unscrupulous
b. voluble
c. frank
d. inane
e. glib
31. It was very unprofessional of you to ______ your assistant in front of everyone at the
meeting; she deserves more respect, and any criticism of her performance should be done
in private.
a. placate
b. augment
c. usurp
d. preclude
e. deride
32. One needn’t resort to arrant (i) _________ in order to demonstrate that one possesses
the requisite degree of deference and respect for one’s elders; indeed, oftentimes such
blandishments can make one appear (ii) _________ and ignorant—qualities presumably (iii)
_________ with the original intent.
Blank (i)
flattery
officiousness
veracity

Blank (ii)
artisan
fatuous
sardonic

Blank (iii)
apposite
incongruous
daunting
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33. The log cabin had a(n) ______ feel, so it was often enjoyed by vacationers from the city
throughout the year.
a. abstract
b. ersatz
c. rustic
d. raucous
e. repellent
34. It was difficult to tell whether his tirade in fact had force of fact, whether his forceful (i)
_________ was mere (ii) _________, motivated by malice, or whether it ranked as
reportorial (iii) _________ of which the committee ought take notice.
Blank (i)
fulmination
desecration
ululation

Blank (ii)
sophistry
boosterism
aspersion

Blank (iii)
muckraking
calumny
prattle

35. We knew Jana had ______ motives for running for class president: She wanted the
nearby parking space that came with the ofﬁce.
a. anterior
b. interior
c. inferior
d. posterior
e. ulterior
36. Though the negotiation was initially expected to proceed smoothly, it soon became
apparent that any appearance of (i) _________ between the parties was disingenuous or, at
best, a superficial adherence to certain (ii) _________.
Blank (i)
duplicity
amity
solace

Blank (ii)
mores
politics
plaudits

37. The town board heard many outraged and ______ arguments from the citizens against
the destruction of some wooded areas in order to build a new mall.
a. tenuous
b. vociferous
c. vacuous
d. satisﬁed
e. egregious
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38. As an evolutionary adaptation, cats have developed a mechanism whereby their heads
are measuring devices, as their bodies can fit through any space that their heads can, and
this physiology is a safeguard that _________ their success as a species.
a. reproduces
b. ensures
c. enhances
d. mitigates
e. inundates
39. The villainous gang’s hideout was a den of ______ that no one would dare to enter.
a. innocence
b. habitants
c. iniquity
d. accolades
e. innovation
40. After struggling to maintain her composure for hours upon hearing of her late husband’s
infidelities, the recently bereaved widow finally burst into _________.
a. hysterics
b. laughter
c. song
d. mirth
e. flames
41. Indigestion is a common ______ of participating in a hot-dog eating contest.
a. euphemism
b. penchant
c. corollary
d. juxtaposition
e. itinerary
42. The Paris Commune was a government that ruled France for about two months in 1871;
despite its (i) _________ reign, it was at the time (ii) _________ as a sign of the emergence
of a powerful working class.
Blank (i)
equivocal
ephemeral
omnipotent

Blank (ii)
discounted
recanted
heralded
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43. Although it was so ridiculous that no one believed it to be true, the reporter’s ______
still cost the governor his re-election.
a. hegemony
b. sedition
c. malaise
d. compendium
e. calumny
44. Although they had never met, the two writers felt they were of one mind, each (i)
_________ anticipating the contents of the other’s letters; never had two intellectuals been
more (ii) _________.
Blank (i)
ominously
anachronistically
presciently

Blank (ii)
providential
shrewd
simpatico

45. People on the street stopped to ______ over the artist’s rendition of the Eiffel Tower,
amazed by his ability to capture the detail.
a. bedazzle
b. innovate
c. gratify
d. counteract
e. objectify
46. Every generation is accused of slacking by the preceding ones, before in turn calling their
own progeny lackadaisical; such is the _________ of life.
a. vicissitude
b. irony
c. circle
d. serendipity
e. comedy
47. The veteran lieutenant was not happy with his ______ rank behind the two
inexperienced men.
a. tertiary
b. silly
c. unctuous
d. superior
e. fastened
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48. In Europe, football, otherwise known as soccer, it the most popular sport by several
orders of magnitude, whereas in America, fandom is fairly evenly __________ among a few
different sports.
a. regarded
b. inspired
c. enjoyed
d. measured
e. apportioned
49. The prime minister was admired by all, a(n) ______ even in an environment of
corruption and disdain.
a. admonishment
b. alleviation
c. nonpareil
d. prototype
e. profanation
50. The most startling aspect of Preston Brooks, the 19th century southern congressman,
was his temperament, (i) _________ to the point of violence. While a man of principles, he
did not merely piously pray for political converts—more likely, opposition would cause him
to become (ii) _________ and fly in to a rage. Famously, he once (iii) _________ a foe into
unconsciousness on the floor of the Senate.
Blank (i)
quixotic
volatile
quiescent

Blank (ii)
figuratively unstrung
literally insane
practically incomprehensible

Blank (iii)
bored
caned
lulled
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Answers
1. a. To rally (v.) means to come together for a common purpose or as a means of support;
to recover or rebound.
2. Sangfroid, mercurial. A tricky structure — while the second blank is opposite of the clue
“equilibrium” (because of the “however”), the first blank should actually have the same
meaning as equilibrium.
3. a. Deft (adj.) means quick and skillful in movement, adroit.
4. Regressive, auxiliary. Given the lengthy explanation of the club’s history, the elderly male
member’s suggestion was “backwards,” or “hopelessly old-fashioned.” Only regressive
matches. In the second blank, you want something that reflects the idea play bridge and
drink tea without having to worry about serious issues. Auxiliary has this sense of
“secondary” or “on the side.”
5. e. Unison (n.) means a condition of perfect agreement and accord.
6. Unkempt, surprisingly deliberate. The tricky blank structure masks what is ultimately a
not-so-tricky word relationship: that of opposites. Clues for this relationship can be found in
the words notwithstanding and if. Essentially, the right answers will be words that mean,
first, “cluttered,” and second, “ordered.”
7. b. Nostalgic (adj.) is sentimentally yearning for a point in the past.
8. Premature. The clues are “first” and “initiative.” You don’t know if these fighters were
violent or erroneous — avoid opinions or outside knowledge.
9. d. To resume (v.) means to take up again after interruption.
10. Layperson, guesswork, a crack. You are told that the plumber is not professional, so you
need a word for the first blank that is the opposite of “professional.” A layperson is a nonprofessional. For the second blank, you need a word describing how a non-professional
would work. Rote implies experience, and by numbers means “following simple
instructions,” which is illogical because there’s no reason to believe the layperson plumber
has any instructions. Guesswork means he’s just guessing what to do, which makes the most
sense. Finally, since the plumber successfully and quickly fixed everything, you need a word
in the third blank that means “good.” Crack means “very good.” Extortionate means “overly
expensive”; there’s no reason to believe someone is good just because they’re overpriced.
11. e. Acute (adj.) means extremely sharp or intense; keenly perceptive or discerning; of
great importance or consequence, crucial; also, having a sharp tip or point.
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12. Prodigies. The children who disprove the stereotype are the children stereotyped, so
you want a word that means “children who are recognized as preternaturally intelligent.”
Such children are prodigies.
13. e. To jettison (v.) is to toss goods overboard to lighten the load of a ship or aircraft to
improve stability; to toss off (a burden).
14. An exhaustive, remarkable variance. The blank structure for this problem is tricky; in
such cases you need to pay attention to the specific words in the sentence that give hints to
the meanings of the blanks. For the first blank, you are looking for a modifier to
“comprehension.” This “comprehension,” you learn, is impeded… by labyrinthine
complexities. In other words, total, or exhaustive, comprehension is difficult because of
these complexities. For the second blank, the key word is “reliable.” The relation of this
word to the blank is given by “even the most,” telling you that these vintages are subject to
something opposite to “reliable” — that is, remarkable variance.
15. d. To wean (v.) means to detach someone from that to which he is accustomed or
devoted.
16. Pertinent, deeply humbling. Sleep is important, or relevant, to your daily life, making
pertinent the best word for the first blank. Don’t be misled by the fact that you don’t fully
understand sleep into choosing mysterious or obscure; both are trap answers (being
ignorant about a mysterious or obscure topic is hardly “fascinating”). It is also grammatically
incorrect to call a topic mysterious or obscure to your daily life. Regarding the second blank,
the expression “at once X and Y” indicates at least a loose contrast, so you need something
that could contrast with fascinating. The clue “so ignorant” is a good indication that what
you want is deeply humbling. Don’t fall for the trap answer fully impenetrable. While the
topic of sleep is presented as somewhat impenetrable (that is, hard to understand), the
blank is not describing sleep, but rather your ignorance about it.
17. c. Vivacity (n.) means liveliness, to be ﬁll of life.
18. Scrutiny, sequelae. Anthropologists are attempting to understand, examine, or scrutinize
other societies. (Also, both objectivity and society are traps: they may be objective
scientists, but their objectivity doesn’t have “subjects”; and the societies they are studying
are not theirs.) In the second blank, you are looking for something that means unintended
or secondary consequences, or sequelae. The other answer choices are close in meaning to
“incongruous,” and would be redundant in the sentence.
19. c. A denizen (n.) is one who frequents a particular place; one who lives in a particular
place, an inhabitant.
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20. Touchstone. You need a clue that matches more than a hit movie (and goes with the
idea of having meaning for a whole generation of people). Touchstone matches perfectly.
Cornerstone doesn’t work — a cultural touchstone is a single important event, place, work
of art, etc. A cultural cornerstone would be something the whole society is built upon (like
individualism, Islam, or the monarchy, depending on the society). A rudder is literally part of
a ship related to steering; if you are lost in life, you are “like a ship without a rudder.” Note
that a bolster is pretty similar to a stanchion, at least when used metaphorically to mean a
support (literally, a bolster is a pillow and a stanchion is an upright bar or post), so neither
could be the answer.
21. b. Unbridled (adj.) means without restraint.
22. Peril, simulacrum, terrifies. Even suggests that first word describes the sort of thing you
might otherwise expect a thrill seeker to find attractive. You want something bad — a
meaning like, “too thrilling, in a bad way.” You are also told that these patrons want not
danger, so you might anticipate a word as simple as “danger.” Peril is the best choice.
Although “titillation” does describe a sort of thrill, it is neither negative, nor does it suggest
danger. The third word is probably easier to anticipate than the second, so let’s skip ahead.
“In fact” suggests that you want a word that means “seems to be unsafe,” and the earlier
“thrill-seeking visitors” suggests that you want something, well, thrilling. So anticipate
“seems unsafe, thrills,” and take terrifies as your closest synonym. Satisfies yields a perfectly
fine sentence, but there is no reason to anticipate quite that meaning. To return to your
second word, you now know you want a word that means something like “imitation,” and
simulacrum is the closest synonym among your answers.
23. d. A novelty (n.) is a new or unusual thing or occurrence.
24. Antipathy, patent, mutual benefit. The first and third blanks are highly related, so
consider them first. You learn in the first clause of the sentence that there is “antagonism,”
or hostility, between two people, but from the word apparent you learn that there is more
to this than meets the eye. More than pure “hatred,” or antipathy, is something that allows
the two individuals to “derive inspiration and motivation from the other.” In other words,
there is a mutual benefit to the seemingly hostile relationship. Now return to the second
blank. Because the structure of the sentence tells you that the antagonism could be written
off, but further scrutiny renders it (blank), you know you want a word that goes in the same
direction (that is, you will not be “writing off” the antagonism). The best word here is
patent, which, when used as an adjective, means “obvious” or “evident.
25. c. To jostle (v.) is to push or shove roughly against; to drive with pushing; to disturb or
bump.
26. Mordant, disquieted. The first word should match “bitter and ironic,” and the second
evidently means something like “uncomfortable”.
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27. b. Objectionable (adj.) means unpleasant or offensive.
28. Warded off, mutiny. The second half of the sentence says that the crew became
frustrated and decided to take matters into their own hands, implying that they took over
the ship. Mutiny fits perfectly. (A sea change is “a profound transformation,” while a putsch
is “the overthrow of a government.”) For the first blank, you need a word implying that the
captain tried to fight off the mutiny. Dissuading is something you can do only to people (i.e.,
“I dissuaded the pirates from mutinying.”). Warded off means “fended off” or “averted,”
which is perfect here.
29. d. Avarice (n.) means an excessive or insatiable desire for material wealth; inordinate
greed.
30. Glib. The clue in this short sentence is the word eloquent, which you need to flip
because of the “rather than.” Unscrupulous and inane are negative but don’t really relate to
speech. Voluble doesn’t have any negative connotations. Glib, meaning “fluent and
talkative, but insincere and shallow,” fits perfectly.
31. e. To deride (v.) is to speak of or treat with contempt; to ridicule scornfully.
32. Flattery, fatuous, incongruous. You need to go all the way to “blandishments,” a word
which denotes flattery, to find the clue for the first blank. Officiousness, which is the quality
of being “annoyingly, domineeringly assertive,” has close to an opposite meaning. The
second blank is given away by ignorant: it indicates you are looking for a word that carries a
meaning of “silly or foolish,” or fatuous. The third blank requires a word that means
“contrary to” or “at odds with” — incongruous. Don’t be confused by apposite, which
means “appropriate” or “fitting”.
33. c. Rustic (adj.) means rural; rough; made from rough limbs or trees.
34. Fulmination, aspersion, muckraking. It was difficult to tell whether his tirade in fact had
force of fact means that it was difficult tell whether someone’s angry speech (fulmination)
was actually true. It is hard to tell whether his speech is “motivated by malice” (that is,
“malicious lies,” or aspersion) or “reportorial” information (muckraking “exposing
corruption”) that should actually be listened to. Note that calumny is similar to aspersion
and cannot work in the third blank — while the second blank describes negative speech
meant to cause harm to others, the third blank describes negative speech that exposes the
truth.
35. e. Ulterior (adj.) means lying beyond or outside what is openly shown or said.
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36. Amity, mores. The pivot word though tells you that the negotiation did not actually
proceed smoothly. The first blank comes after “appearance of,” which indicates fake
behaviour. The word disingenuous backs up that meaning. You need something positive —
the parties are showing false amity, or friendliness, out of a “superficial” adherence to
customs or rules — mores.
37. b. Vociferous (adj.) means making a loud outcry.
38. Enhances. You simply need a word here that means “helps.” Don’t fall for ensures, which
is too extreme. Having a head that can measure spaces is cool, but hardly guarantees the
success of a species.
39. c. Iniquity (n.) is wickedness or overwhelming injustice.
40. Hysterics. The blank must contrast “maintain her composure.” Note that while, in casual
speech, many people use hysterical to mean “funny,” that is a metaphorical usage —
hysterical actually relates to being very upset. The clue “bereaved” eliminates the incorrect
pair of laughter and mirth. (The wrong answer flames might have caused you to burst into
laughter or mirth, though.
41. c. Corollary (n.) means a natural consequence or result; a deduction or inference that
follows from the proof of another proposition.
42. Ephemeral, heralded. Since the government lasted only about two months, it was
ephemeral, or “short-lived.” Despite this, it was regarded, or celebrated, as the emergence
of a powerful working class: only heralded matches.
43. e. Calumny (n.) means a false statement or accusation uttered maliciously to harm
another’s reputation, slander.
44. Presciently, simpatico. Presciently means “seeing into the future,” or “as though seeing
into the future.” Simpatico matches the idea of being “of one mind”.
45. e. To objectify (v.) means to stare at amorously.
46. Circle. The clue “in turn” leads to the correct answer. Incorrect answers irony and
comedy add an idea — humour — that was not indicated by the sentence.
47. a. Tertiary (adj.) ranking third in order of importance, position, or value.
48. Apportioned. You begin by learning about football, which is by far the most popular
sport in Europe. The word whereas then creates a contrast, so you need American fans to
be evenly split between their many sports. Measured is close, but doesn’t quite divide
things up the way you need it to. Apportioned means “divided and allocated”.
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49. c. A nonpareil (n.) is a person or thing of peerless excellence.
50. Volatile, figuratively unstrung, caned. While the stimulus is long and a little convoluted,
all three blanks agree with the clue and structure given by to the point of violence. Note
that literally insane is too strong, due to the inclusion of literally. The word caned here really
does mean “beat with a cane”.
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